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Editorial

Dear IMQA Members,

My topic for this editorial is Charity Quilts. Participating in 
charity projects is something we should all try to do. There 
are many ways to get involved and many charities who can 
use our help.

This year at MQS we have chosen the Ronald McDonald 
Houses of Kansas City for our Community Outreach 
Project. We will have a booth set up in the exhibit hall 
where anyone can come and quilt on a donated quilt, 
anyone can piece a quilt top to be quilted at the show, or 
anyone can sit down and bind one of the quilt tops. 

The Ronald McDonald Houses need quilts for the children 
who stay there while they are being treated at area 
hospitals. These quilts can be any size from lap to twin bed 
and can be scrap fabrics or special fabrics that children 
would love.

If you plan to be at MQS this year stop by the Community 
Outreach booth and lend us a hand. If you cannot attend 
this year, donate a quilt top for us to finish. Send it to MQS, 
PO Box 419, Higginsville, MO 64037. Clearly mark it for the 
Community Outreach Project.

I'm sure you can also find charity projects in your area 
where you can get involved. Check with hospitals, churches 
and quilt guilds. Some organizations I know of are: Project 
Linus, Quilts of Valor, Quilts For Kids and The Alzheimer's 
Art Quilt Initiative.

Personally I have made and quilted some baby quilts for my 
local hospital's Neonatal ICU. This project is near and dear 
to my heart as my grandson was a premie - now a normal 
active 6 year-old.

Volunteer some of your time and talent to the charity of your 
choice. The rewards are worth the effort.

Happy Quilting!
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By Patricia C. Barry 

Managing Editor’s Note:   On behalf 
of On Track! Magazine, I would like 
to thank Pat for her excellent work in 
writing this series on Business Plans 
especially for our magazine.  This article 
is the last installment in this series and 
we wish to thank Pat for her outstanding 
job in educating all of us.

Part 1: Business Plan Basics 
Part 2: Formulating Your Ideas
Part 3: Products and Services
Part 4: Who is your (potential) customer?
Part 5a: But How?  Logistics
Part 5b: But How?  Marketing – 
attracting and keeping customers
Part 6: Financing the Dream
Part 7: Timelines and Milestones
Part 8: Updating Your Business Plan

In previous articles I have described 
various sections of a typical business 
plan for a professional longarm 
quilter.  Although the sections are listed 
sequentially, they will all be integrated.  
As you write one section, you may be 
inspired by a new idea and then need to 
modify a previous section.  As you build 
your business you will learn more about 
your skills and preferences and may need 
to modify your plan too. 

Evaluating your business plan and 
progress every year is a good idea.  
Initially you may think you will be happy 
doing professional quilting forever, but 
as you gain experience with other related 
skills, you may want to expand your 
horizons.  Perhaps you have discovered 
pattern design, or have started to teach 
classes, or have started to write articles – 
you may want to explore how these skills 
can make your business more successful.  
Even if you haven’t felt the need to make 
any directional changes, here are some 
questions that will help you decide if you 

need to look for little things to change 
which will make you more successful.  

Are you making any money? 
This may or may not be important to you 
and the first couple years are learning 
years but still, you don’t want to be 
losing money.  Remember that the IRS 
has rules about how many years you can 
be in business before you need to show a 
profit. 

Are you good at what you do? 
You will know when your work is “good 
enough” and when it becomes “really 
good”.  If you don’t get direct feedback 
from your customers, compare your work 
to others that you see in shows.  Is your 
technique improving?  Are you taking 
classes to learn new skills and improve 
existing ones?  Have you purchased any 
books or DVDs that demonstrate new 
techniques?  Do you 
submit your own 
quilts into shows 
so you can get a 
professional judge 
to offer suggestions?  
Hopefully you are 
taking photos of 
your quilts and of 
customer quilts.  
You should be able 
to see improvements 
in the quilting over 
time.

Is your client base 
growing?  
If you are getting 
referral business, 
it is a good sign.  
If you are getting 
very few repeat 
customers, it isn’t 
such a good sign.  
Find out why and 
fix it.  Conducting 

a survey is a good feedback technique 
if it is done well, and designing a good 
survey is hard to do.  Maybe your 
friends or current customers are willing 
to tell you if there is an issue that 
prevents people from coming back to 
you.  Referrals are a wonderful way to 
build your business, and the people who 
recommend you should be rewarded if 
possible.  Do you have a referral reward 
program in place?  

Are you easy to do business with? 
This is hard to evaluate without tapping 
into the “grapevine”.  Hopefully you 
have friends or customers that will give 
you an honest opinion, so ask them 
directly.  Otherwise, think about your 
personal contacts with your customers 
– have you been thanked recently for 
taking those extra steps?????

Business Plan Basics
Final Article in the Series

Updating Your Business Plan
Complete (& Annually Update) Your Business Plan 

The Original NON-SLIP  Ruler 
creative  grids®

 

QUILTING MACHINE
Designed By Pat Barry TEMPLATES

Sweet Set™ Template system assures...
Lines  with accurate placement.
Corners  that actually match.
Designs  are classic & versatile.  
Two piece templates made of ¼” acrylic are used with quilting 
machine systems to create decorative designs in the border 
areas of a quilt. Works with most Long Arm, Mid Arm, and Short 
Arm machines. 
Available in multiple shapes and sizes.
Visit www.creativegridsusa.com for details.
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Gadgets Designed Exclusively for Quilters 

LONGARM QUILTERS 
Plop them down, then stitch around! 

Little or no marking needed!! 

All come with detailed instructions and design ideas.
HOME MACHINE AND HAND QUILTERS 
We carry rotary cutting tools, The Remarkables and more. 

Visit our WEBSITE and see what’s new! 
Secure Internet Orders 

www.TheGadgetGirls.com
Shelly@TheGadgetGirls.com 
281-890-4222 or 888-844-8537 

What should you change?  
Celebrate your successes and don’t get 
discouraged by those rude life-lessons 
we sometimes stumble upon.  Evaluate 
yourself and ask for input from others 
if appropriate.  Be honest, but don’t 
be too tough on yourself either.  Seek 
additional training in any area you feel 
insecure with – machine maintenance 
and new quilting techniques are always 
good choices.  Is it time to upgrade 
your machine?  The number of quilting 
machines available now seems to have 
exploded.  Just be sure they will deliver 
what you need.    

Are you having any fun?  
Evaluations should be as objective as 
possible except for this item.  Being 
satisfied with what you are doing is 
probably the most important element of 
all.  Only you can decide if your chosen 
business path is providing you with the 
results you need. 

The development of your business 
plan mirrors the development of your 
business.  As you work to build your 
reputation, your skills grow too.  This 
expands your products which can lead 
to attracting new customers.  This leads 
to new marketing programs or a change 
in your logistics that hopefully improves 
your finances.  It is all related!   

Just reading your quarterly On Track! 
Magazine should inspire lots of new 
ideas!  This inspiration may lead you to 
try new tools, understand your machine 
better, speed up your record keeping, 
improve the accuracy of your quilting – 
the growth possibilities are endless!  

This is the final article for this Eight Part 
Series on Business Plans.  Since the first 
article which was in the Winter 2008 
issue, my own business plan has changed 
significantly.  In 2010, I will be taking in 
fewer quilts and I have postponed writing 
the next book for at least a year.  Instead, 
I plan on having a vendor booth at eight 
major quilt shows! 

This change didn’t happen overnight.  
In May of 2008 I was awarded a patent 
for my design of some longarm quilting 
templates.  Over the past two years I have 
been working on how to get the templates 

to the market, without having to do the 
manufacturing, inventory handling, 
distribution, marketing, order processing, 
and so on, myself.  I am thrilled to say 
that my designs have been picked up by 
Creative Grids®.  They are very well 
known for their high quality rulers for 
quilters.  Soon you will see the same high 
quality in quilting machine templates for 
machine quilters. 

My line of quilting machine templates is 
called “Sweet Set™” because they come 
in sets.  I would love to show you how 
they work so the next time you are at a 
major quilt show, please look for me, or 
our company By Design Quilting, or the 
big red & black Creative Grids® sign! 

Patricia C. Barry is a professional 
quilter, longarm machine sales rep, 
lecturer, teacher, author of the book, 

ABCs of Longarm Quilting, and designer 
of the Sweet Set™ line of quilting 
machine templates from Creative Grids®.  
Pat writes an article for the Checker 
Distributors newsletter that focuses on 
products used with quilting systems.  Pat 
and her husband, Alan own By Design 
Quilting, llc, in Racine, Wisconsin.    
www.ByDesignQuilting.com.  Photo 
courtesy of Krause Publications. 


